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The Big Picture
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Problems with health messages are well known  

Messages are often exaggerated, oversimplified, 
lacking in context, or uncritical.   
Consequently, people often lack key information and 
context needed to make sense of claims or decide 
whether to believe them.   
This matters because it may promote unrealistic beliefs 
about health risks, intervention effects, and lead to 
wasteful or harmful health decisions.  
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Good decisions

Facts Values

What do people need to make good decisions?

Options
Decision consequences

How much they care
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Sloan Kettering Ad -- New York Times
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Problem

There are a lot of exaggerated messages out there. 

Messages that exaggerate the risk of disease and the 
benefit of treatment.

We worry that this makes people unnecessarily 
anxious and results in too much exposure to medical 
care.

Or just plain cynical.
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Exaggerated messages

Extreme 
Fear

Extreme 
Hope

hypehype

Healthy skepticism

Balance
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Manufacturers (drug, technology) need to sell their products

Academic institutions need publicity to raise funds

Meeting organizers need to attract scientists, advertisers and sponsors

Researchers need to show results to advance their careers

Media outlets compete for stories, advertisers, readers

Journalists compete for the front page

Lots of people have an interest in exaggeration!
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Everyone 
has an 

interest  in 
having YOU 
report their 

exaggerations 
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Talk outline

1. Problems with sources
 Press releases
 Disease awareness campaigns
  
2.  How to do better 
    
 

Talk outline
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Recent systematic review of articles assessing quality of new stories 
about the effects of health interventions found few mention/report
Conflicts of interest (22%)
Alternate interventions (36%)

Potential harms (40%)
Report absolute risks (17%)

Room for improvement

Oxman, F1000Research, 2021
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Suggest the findings apply to more people than 
they really do.

Are too certain about inherently weak science.

Fail to acknowledge study limitations.

Researchers
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Academic medical center press releases

Most direct communication to journalists.

Over one-third failed to quantify results.

 When quantified, over half used formats known 
to exaggerate the magnitude of findings.

Few limitations

 Lots of promotion of animal / lab findings 
claiming human relevance.  Most (90%) failed 
to caution about translation to human health.

Woloshin S, Schwartz LM. Academic medical center press 
releases:  Not so academic?. Ann Intern Med . 2009

Over one-third failed to quantify results.

US News and World Report “Honor Roll” Centers
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Exaggeration is not just in the U.S.

40% of press releases exaggerated about:

 causation in observational studies

 extrapolating animal research to humans

 

Leading Universities in the U.K.

Sumner, P, et.al. BMJ . 2014
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Same problem in medical journals

None had data presentation standards. 

None required a statement about study limitations.

Does exaggeration in press releases matter?

Woloshin S, Schwartz LM.  Press releases: 
Translating research into news. JAMA. 2002

Interviewed their press officers

Medical journal press releases too
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BMJ 2012;344
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759 newspaper stories

68 Medical journal press release

100 Journal articles

Quantify main result
Reporting of harms & study limitations

343 newspaper stories (random sample)

Assessed quality
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31%
61%

57%

24%
68%

36%

16%
48%

21%

20% 40% 60% 80% 100%0%

Press release DIDN’T mention harms
Press release DID mention harms

No press release issued

Harms mentioned in news story

Press release DIDN’T quantify main result
Press release DID quantify main result

No press release issued

Main result quantified in news story

Press release DIDN’T mention limitation
Press release DID mention limitation

No press release issued

Any limitation mentioned in news story
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Press releases matter but heir quality is highly 
variable and often poor. 
We are deriving/validating criteria for best press 
release practices using the EQUATOR Network’s 
methodological framework for developing reporting 
guidelines [funded by NIHCM]

Improving the quality of press releases to 
improve the quality of the news
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PR-Rx – Reporting Guidance for better press releases

Draft set of items derived from published 
literature, expert knowledge
Minimum set of information that should 
be included in press release to help

Revise list based on review by expert 
panel of journalists, press officers, 
journal and media editors, researchers, 
members of public 

Delphi process – 2 rounds of voting by 
large group of individuals in these 
domains (i.e., this item is 
essential/desirable/optional/should omit)

Post guidance on EQUATOR website 
and disseminate

Evaluate effect in randomized trial

CHALLENGE:  
Source of press releases 
may not want more 
transparent, balanced 
messages…. 

Contact me if interested in being on Delphi panel
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Talk outline

1. Problems with sources
 Press releases
 Disease awareness campaigns
    
 

Talk outline
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Drug companies spend 
billions marketing specific 
drugs in the U.S.

But people don’t want 
treatment if they don’t know 
they are sick.

Chronic Dry Eyes
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NOT marketing a 
drug but a disease. 
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Disease Awareness Marketing

Insomnia

Migraine
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Selling disease

Impotence Erectile dysfunctionIncontinence Overactive bladder 

Can promote overdiagnosis and overtreatment

Can raise awareness and de-stigmatize disease
Helpful if makes people aware of treatments for serious diseases
Rebranding embarrassing names makes it easier to seek help 

 

An effective strategy                                          
Take advantage of the blurry line between public health message 
and advertising – people react less sceptically than with drug ads.
Can do it anywhere - not limited to USA and New Zealand

EDOAB
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Awareness campaigns:  Good and bad effects

Good
Destigmatize conditions

Genuine education

Improve public health

Bad
Excessive fear makes people feel 
more vulnerable and less resilient

Creates exaggerated perceptions 
about disease risk and 
intervention benefit

Create social imperative which 
deters individual informed choice 

Overdiagnosis & overtreatment

Smoking cessation
Teach stroke symptoms
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The formula

Lower the bar

Woloshin & Schwartz, JAMA Internal Med, 2013

Raise the stakes

Draw the line for diagnosis in the grey zone of normal 

Highlight how the disease can really be dangerous

Woloshin & Schwartz, JAMA Internal Med, 2013

Imply drug effectively treats all symptoms of disease (and avoid mention 
of side effects)

Spin the evidence
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FDA’s Guidance for Industry (2004 Draft)

In general, disease awareness communications should:
§ avoid encouraging self-diagnosis and self-treatment
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http://www.isitlowt.com/

AbbVie
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http://www.isitlowt.com/

AbbVie

Self-diagnosis?
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http://www.isitlowt.com/

AbbVie
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The Regulatory hole

FDA regulates ads if 
specific drugs mentioned 
or are uniquely identified.

Federal Trade Commission 
(FTC) regulates if no 
specific drug mentioned

Branded DTC Unbranded “Awareness campaigns”

FTC has never taken action 
on any disease awareness 

campaign 
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Wish:  Call for FDA-FTC meeting to set standards

What is a responsible disease awareness campaign?

 - Should quizzes be allowed (validate or ban)?

 - Criteria for valid symptom lists?

 - Does disease definition match approved indication?

   -  More limited claims about treatment

   -  Mention treatment harms?
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Schwartz, Woloshin, JAMA IM 2018
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WORK IN PROGRESS 

Unpublished review and content analysis of English-language 
disease awareness campaigns (2020) recognized by the         
WHO (20), Cochrane (17), or the US government (82)

Direct evidence of commercial involvement in 69% but this 
information was not clearly presented by 66% (49/74). 

Information about benefits of tests and treatments much more 
common/prominent than harms

Of the 67 campaigns mentioning a specific diagnostic and/or screening test, 85% 
noted benefits, 9% noted their harms. 
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Woloshin, Schwartz, PLoS Med, April 2006

Problem – media can be co-opted by these campaigns
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Audiences

Public 
Clinicians
Industry
Investors
Academia
Public health
Regulators
Policy makers

MediaSources

Industry
Academia
Public health
Regulators

Print/broadcast/web
Social media

Marketing campaigns
DTC drugs/devices/tests
Awareness campaigns

Press 
releases

Medical 
journals
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Too much enthusiasm

Use numbers

How to do better

Too much certainty

Highlight cautions
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